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Collaborative form of fine arts is referred as a Theater. This is a presentation of a real or imagined
event which is put up before the audience as a live show in a particular area. These performances
are combinations of song, dance, music, emotions, and dialogues etc. which communicate the
experience to the audience. Theater is like frames of various artists where they play drama of real
life as things has happened and is happening. A real produces on the silver screen where people
can know their real things. From ancient Greek drama, modern western theatre borrows stock
characters, many of the themes, plot element, technical terminology etc. The origin of western
theater is the city state of Athens. Theaters are basically based on some stories or theme that might
be of many kinds such as it can be based on comedy, love theme, tragedy, emotional etc.

In olden days theaters were most popular all over the world and people was so crazy to see the
stars. In this era, people are also crazy, but in every city you can find the theater easily. People are
taking steps for Theater as it provides many opportunities where people, kids and upcoming
generation are coming up with their hidden talents. If you have talent, it means you have a good
opportunity for earning and come in media. To encourage everyone various Theater Contest,
Theater Competitions, Theater Festival India, Local Theater Plays, Theater Talents etc. are
organized in well manner. Stagecraft is basically described as the technical aspects of theatrical
production. Fight director, video organizer, set organizer etc. are included to the team as they help
to provide more production. Modern stagecraft is highly technical organized that comprises of many
sub-disciplines and a vast trove of history and tradition.

Modern Theatre movements are facilitated in such a way that it goes on producing variety of
theaters in various ways. This is due to modern theatre companies which rehearse one piece of
theatre at a time, then act on that play for a set, then retire the piece and then start practicing for a
new show. Theater value and Theater Company is needed to put on a piece of theater. Unlike other
professions theater is also taken as one of the important profession. And due to all this reasons the
value of theater raises through out the world.
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